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The Exercise
  1. Imagine someone asks you, “Why are you an advocate for this cause
   or organization?” 
  2. How would you answer them—in just six words? Not five words, not seven. Six.

Here are a few examples:

“An art teacher changed my life.”
  —Jamal, a board member for an organization that pairs artists with   
  disadvantaged youth

“Bikes opened the world to me.”
  —David, an advocate for a community-based cycling nonprofit

“I believe nobody should be hungry.”
  —Roberta, an advocate for ending world hunger 

Some Guidelines 
  • Try to focus on your personal reason, not a goal:
    —“I believe nobody should be hungry” vs. “I want to end world hunger.” 
    —“Gilda’s Club gave me a home” vs. “We should have a Gilda’s Club.”
  • Use your six words however you’d like. Your reason may be one complete   
   sentence, or it may be two three-word phrases. (No one’s grading on   
   punctuation, so get creative with your hyphens and dashes; they come
   in handy!)
  • Your Six-Word Reason might capture the one moment that drove you to   
   become an advocate, an entire lifetime, or a core belief. 
  • Don’t worry about finding exactly the right six words. Generate as many   
   reasons as you’d like. 
  • Give yourself time. Keep track of your work. Save your reasons and return   
   to them later. We bet you’ll end up using one or two when you speak.

CHAPTER ONE: YOUR STORIES AS LIVING PROOF

EXERCISE

SIX-WORD REASON

Objective: Briefly explain how you got here and why you’re an advocate (or are
about to become one).

Use this exercise to:
  • claim your identity as an advocate (if you’re just starting out).
  • refocus your story (if you’re already speaking as an advocate).
  • pinpoint the reason you’re telling your stories.
  • find concise, effective language.
  • generate headlines and hooks.

How short can a story be? 
 Frederic Brown is credited with the 
shortest horror story: “The last man on Earth 
sat alone in a room. There was a knock at the 
door.” Ernest Hemingway purportedly was once 
dared to write a story in six words. He penned, 
“For sale: baby shoes, never worn.” 
 For nearly fifteen years, the online 
storytelling magazine Smith 
(http://www.smithmag.net) has asked people 
to summarize their lives in six words. The 

Six-Word Memoir project spawned a popular book series that includes “terse true 
tales” of the human experience, including Johan Baumeister’s “Joined Army. 
Came out. Got booted.” 
  In 2010, journalist Michele Norris began asking people to submit their 
six-word thoughts about race and cultural identity, which she turned into an online 
archive called The Race Card Project (http://www.theracecardproject.com).
  It features candid contributions such as Laura N. Weston’s “I am both, not 
just one,” and Pauline Devlin’s “We joke, but it’s not funny.”  
  The Six-Word Reason exercise is our spin on the Hemingway, Smith, 
and Race Card challenges. We use this exercise to jump-start our Living 
Proof Advocacy workshops and focus advocates on their personal reasons for 
sharing their stories. 

 

“Son’s near death brought
new life.”

—Theresa Greenleaf

“Gilda’s Club gave me a home.”
—Derek Cotton

“Love is what makes my family.”
—Zach Wahls
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Why are you an advocate?
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